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Abstract -

As recalibrated JMR brightness temperature measurements and retrieved wet path delays became available, we
performed a new assessment of their performances and monitored the stability of the time series vs. different reference
ones.

1. Introduction
Assessment of the Jason-1 microwave radiometer’s measurements relies mainly on comparisons of wet tropospheric path delay (or
corrections) estimates, Pd. Less effort has been gather to validate the brightness temperatures (TB) but with other orbiting radiometers on
altimeter missions. Hereafter, we propose a validation approach that consists on cross-comparing both Jason-1 TB and Pd data with those
from AMSU-A radiometers on NOAA satellites (15 and 16) over ocean. Advantage of AMSU-A instrument is that it has 2 window channels near
the ones used on altimeter missions (23.8 and 31.4 GHz) and two of its field-of-views are near nadir local zenith angle (1°40’ and -1°40’) so the
measurements are directly comparable with radiometer TB on altimeter missions.

2. Brightness Temperatures
To ensure that errors in the comparison due to inherent spatial and temporal variability of the
TBs are minimized, we consider a “match” between JMR and AMSU-A when the pairing differ
by less than 50 km and 0.5 hr. Figures displaying scatterplots of TB between data from both
two JMR versions (GDR_A and GDR_B) with respect to the AMSU-A measurements are
provided over cycles 001-021 period. Also provided are plots of the different time series (cycle
averaged).

3. Wet Path Delays
JMR wet tropospheric path delays (versions GDR_A and GDR_B) are compared with respectively in-situ radiosonde measurements, AMSU-A
computed wet path delays (dual-frequency parametric model), and ECMWF model estimates (over the JMR/AMSU-A crossovers dataset).
Results are shown as scatterplots with associated statistical indicators.

Daily and cycle averaged time series are provided depending on the different dataset sizes. Daily averaged differences, JMR pd (GDR_A or
GDR_B) minus ECMWF pd, help to visualize the improvement made on GDR_B version in term of time stability. The periodicity associated with
changes in spacecraft attitude linked to yaw steering mode is not completely removed while the two ‘regime changes’ displayed by the GDR_A
version respectively in cycle 29 and 60 almost disappeared.

4. Conclusion
Comparisons of JMR data from respectively version GDR_A and GDR_B with AMSU-A (23.8 GH TB and pd) and ECMWF pd show better
agreement with version GDR_B than GDR_A with moreover better time series stability.

Use of AMSU-A data over ocean to validate JMR calibration is proven to be efficient. They appear to provide a stable benchmark for JMR
comparison, both in term of TB and pd. Matches of JMR-AMSU within 0.5 hr and 50 km suffer one drawback: uneven coverage in both
geographic and parameter space as shown by the systematic patterns in time series plots.

